
Countering Government Spin 

about the Secretive and Extreme 

Canada-China FIPA Investor Deal 

The Canada-China FIPA is bad for our democracy 

and economy. Tell your Member of Parliament not 

to lock us into this terrible deal for 31 years.

Add your name @ leadnow.ca/stRS�´Sa 

There has been no real debate in Parliament and no reports on the risks. 

China is just as important as the US, and there was a whole election fought over 

NAFTA. If this is such a good deal, why don’t they want us to hear about it? 

FACT 
NO. #1

Our government has not been transparent 

and accountable to the public.

We will be at the whim of unaccountable arbitrators with a record of putting 

corporate prR´WV�EHfore democratic control. NAFTA has showed us that bigger 

countries have the advantage in this unfair system. Canada has lost every case 

brought against us by a US company, costing us millions and changing our rules. 

FIPA would let foreign corporations sue 

Canada if we limit their prR´Ws.

FACT 
NO. #2

Unlike all other international treaties, this FIPA lets the Canadian and Chinese 

government keep the public in the dark about the facts and arguments of the 

cases. So we will not know how these lawsuits are undermining our democracy 

and economy. There’s only one guarantee: wH�ZLOO�´QG�RXW�Kow many millions 

(or billions) of taxpayer dollars we’ll have to handover to foreign corporations.

FACT 
NO. #3

The lawsuits will be settled in secret 

tribunals outside Canadian courts.

Any day now, Prime Minister Harper could ratify the secretive and extreme Canada-China FIPA 

investor deal. The agreement, which would bind Canada for 31 years, would let foreign corpora-

tions sue Canadian governments for huge amounts of money if our government did anything to 

OLPLW�WKHLU�SUR´WV��:RUVH�\HW��WKHVH�ODZVXLWV�ZRXOG�EH�GHFLGHG�E\�XQDFFRXQWDEOH�DUELWUDWRUV�LQ�
secret tribunals outside of Canada’s court system. 

Thousands of Canadians have already come together across political lines to tell their MPs to 

stop this terrible deal. Conservative MPs have started responding by sending out identical 

misleading talking points. Let’s counter the spin.


